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HAVOCHAVOC
HAVOC

CRADLE™  
TECHNOLOGY

The North Face® CRADLE™ technology is engineered to naturally absorb impact, stabilize the foot 
and promote a biomechanically correct stride by supporting the perimeter of the heel and ensuring 
the underlying fatty tissues are anatomically positioned. CRADLE™ achieves the perfect balance of 
stability, cushioning and comfort to inspire confidence for any foot on any terrain.
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THE HAVOC 
COLLECTION
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Speed: Meet Stability 
Designed and built with the need for speed, the HAVOC Collection of high-
performance, fast-packing footwear features biomechanically engineered  
CRADLE™ technology and an exclusive Vibram® outsole to provide the flexible support 
and protection critical for travelling fast and light over technical terrain.

HAVOC

CRADLE™ technology centers 
and stabilizes the calcaneus 

to keep the foot stable on 
uneven terrain: 

1. TPU provides lightweight 
structural support

2. Heel cavity reduces peak 
pressure by redistributing 

weight upon heel strike

Exclusive Vibram® 
rubber outsole provides 

lightweight, non-slip traction 
in a variety of conditions 

Co-molded PU  
provides durability  

and rebound for  
day-long pushes

TPU Snake Plate™ provides 
underfoot protection without 

sacrificing flexibility 

EVA body midsole  
provides lightweight 
cushioning 1
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SINGLE-TRACK 
HAYASA
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athlete teSted. CoMpetition proven. 
Introducing the lightest and fastest running shoe The North Face® has ever created. 
Developed in close collaboration with The North Face® ultra-runner Tsuyoshi 
Kaburaki, the Single-Track Hayasa is a purebred racing or minimalist training  
shoe that provides the stability you need but eliminates the weight you don’t,  
giving you an unbelievably sensitive, close-to-trail ride.

SINGLE-TRACK HAYASA

EVA and TPU CRADLE™ 
technology reduces peak 
pressure under the heel 
and provides low-profile, 
high-impact protection on 
any terrain

High abrasion  
carbon rubber heel

Snake Plate™ 
provides forefoot 

protection without 
sacrificing flexibility

• 55 durometer midsole

• 18 mm/8 mm heel/forefoot 

Lightweight forefoot: blown rubber 
center with carbon rubber perimeter 
reduces weight and maximizes traction
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ruNNiNg //MEN’S

Ace Blue/Triumph Green*
VG2

Men’s Single-Track Hayasa A03Y NEW

sizes/	 7–13, 14 last/	 TNF-013 1/25/12–2/15/12

approx	weight/	 ½ pair: 8.9 oz (250 g) pair: 1 lb 2 oz (500 g) *based on Men’s 9

Designed in collaboration with The North Face® athlete Tsuyoshi Kaburaki, this ultralight, race-ready shoe offers a sensitive, close-to-
trail ride yet still provides critical support and protection for the roughest trails. Upper/ Lightweight, minimal upper construction / TPU-
welded support overlays / Lightly protective toe cap / Perforated EVA Northotic™ footbed BottoM/ TPU and EVA CRADLE™ heel cushioning and 
stability technology / 18 mm/8 mm heel/forefoot / Dual-density, compression-molded EVA midsole / Blown rubber forefoot / High-abrasion 
rubber heel / TPU Snake Plate™ forefoot protection

TNF Black/Metallic Silver*
KW6

TNF Red/TNF White*
64Z

TNF Black/Lightning Yellow*
VX1

Men’s Single-Track GTX XCR® II A07Q NEW

sizes/	 7–13, 14 last/	 TNF-013 1/25/12–2/15/12

approx	weight/	 ½ pair: 12 oz (344 g) pair: 1 lb 8 oz (688 g) *based on Men’s 9

Lightweight, waterproof training shoe featuring an improved midfoot fit and Snake Plate™ protection that reduces stone bruising 
without sacrificing flexibility. Upper/ GORE-TEX® Extended Comfort Range waterproof, breathable membrane / Tongue scree collar 
 / Abrasion-resistant tight-weave mesh / C-Delta metatarsal fit system / OrthoLite® Northotic™ footbed BottoM/ CRADLE™ heel cushioning and 
stability technology / 22 mm/10 mm heel/forefoot / Dual-density, compression-molded EVA midsole / Tenacious™ Grip sticky rubber outsole 
 / TPU Snake Plate™ forefoot protection

TNF Black/TNF Red*
KX9

Men’s Single-Track II A75G NEW

sizes/	 7–13, 14 last/	 TNF-013 1/25/12–2/15/12

approx	weight/	 ½ pair: 11.5 oz (326 g) pair: 1 lb 7 oz (702 g) *based on Men’s 9

Lightweight, everyday, neutral training or racing shoe featuring an improved midfoot fit and Snake Plate™ protection that reduces stone 
bruising without sacrificing flexibility. Upper/ Tongue scree collar / Abrasion-resistant tight-weave mesh / C-Delta metatarsal fit system 
 / OrthoLite® Northotic™ footbed  BottoM/ CRADLE™ heel cushioning and stability technology / 22 mm/10 mm heel/forefoot / Dual-density, 
compression-molded EVA midsole / Tenacious™ Grip sticky rubber outsole / TPU Snake Plate™ forefoot protection

Triumph Green/Lantern Green*
VY0

Athens Blue/Griffin Grey*
VG4
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